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foreword 

I am glad that you have chosen my system, Please find enclosed the necessary system 
files are packed in a ZIP file.

to find a secure forex trading system. that minimize the risks to lose too much money, It is 
an important issue for private investors.

Forex trading is a business, who is able to control this business is successful.
Win lead to even more profits, Anyone who has ever felt the lightness in Forex Trading, the 
market can not get rid. 

Modern trading platforms and the latest indicators make the chart analysis an 
experience.Trading signals are generated several times a day and the entry and exit is in 
seconds possible. 

Even with a lower initial capital can be leveraged to move through huge sums. The forex 
market is mainly due to changes in interest rates by central banks, political changes and 
economic developments move.
Often, trends are already visible in the previous day chart, Here begins the technical 
analysis of Forex.

The forex trading is ideal for chart analysis. With the right plan and the right trading 
system, you can realize incredible profits. But there are certain rules that every trader 
should know. To ignore its rules, you will lose.

Whether the economy is booming or weakens rise or fall courses. Earning money with 
Forex trading is in any market situation, at any time.

Many years ago, when I come into contact with the Forex market, I was fascinated and 
enthusiastic. It is absolutely fantastic, what opportunities this market offers to earn money 
and even 24 hours a day. 
For this reason, I've developed STRONG SYSTEM.

I have taken in the development of Strong system:
* Ease of use.
* Fewer indicators. to show on the chart
* Perfection
* to you and me make the forex activity easier and more profitable.
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Installation

Extract file Strong System_M15_H1

Copy all. ex4 files

Open folder from your broker

Open Folder "experts"

Open the folder "indicators" and paste the. Ex4 files

Go again where you have Extract the zip file

copy the file "Strong System_M15_H1.tbl"

Open folder from your broker

Open Folder templates and insert the file "Strong System_M15_H1.tbl
Mt4 restart.

Insert Strong System_M15_H1.tbl in the M15 Chart



BUY

We are trading in trend direction and in the M15 chart we bought and sold, the signals 
must be confirmed in the H1 chart.

BUY
ARROW = UP
HISTOGRAM = UP
TREND = UP STRONG
SIGNAL = BUY STRONG

HOLD BUY 
TREND = UP STRONG
SIGNAL = UP

EXIT BUY
TREND = UP WEAK
SIGNAL = DOWN WEAK



SELL

SELL
ARROW = DOWN
HISTOGRAM = DOWN
TREND = DOWN STRONG
SIGNAL = SELL STRONG

HOLD SELL 
TREND = DOWN STRONG
SIGNAL = DOWN

EXIT SELL
TREND = DOWN WEAK
SIGNAL = UP WEAK



Trading Tip

I want to make you understand the importance of money management.

The most important step to be successful in forex trading is.establishing an appropriate 
relationship between the amount of gain and loss.
Ideally, a ratio of 1:3 is sought This means, for example, that a stop loss of 50 pips (your 
maximum risk of any individual trade. a profit target (take-profit ") of 150 pips should face.
When you apply this consistently on your transactions.
you can earn money in the long term, even if you occasionally have losing positions.
The table below is a sample of 10 items

Verlust-
Trades 

Gewinn-
Trades

Total
Verlust-
Trades (EUR)

Gewinn-
Trades (EUR)

Gesamtgewinn

5 5 10
5*50= -250

5*150= 750 500

6 4 10
6*50= -300

4*150= 600 300

7 3 10
7*50= -350

3*150= 450 100

8 2 10
8*50= -400

2*150= 300 -100

 
(for each transaction loss of $ 50. and every transaction gain of  $ 150
The table shows that even then a total profit can be achieved.
If a trader loses 7 of 10 trades, He also win only 3 trades.
Thus, can hold on to. that a trader needs only a success rate of 30% profitable trades to 
trade successfully - it really is that simple


